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INTRODUCTION
Since 1985 I’ve worked as an adviser and 
curator to private collectors, helping them 
plan and build collections of Australian art. 
Many of these collectors live in Perth, where I 
grew up and began collecting, and a handful 
of them I’ve worked with for two decades or 
more. Their collections are considered and 
mature, a reflection of the aspirations they 
had when they began collecting, and the new 
areas and unexpected opportunities they have 
encountered along the way as their ideas 
about art developed and evolved.

This curated selection of works offered for 
auction signals a new stage in my work 
with these collectors. Over the last year 
several of them decided to rationalise their 
collections, in most cases to free up wall 
space and generate funds for continued 
purchasing. They asked me to be involved in 
the rationalisation and I was happy to agree. 
For me it’s just as important to sell from an 
informed position as it is to buy.

Each collection is different but each has 
been based on underlying ideas that are 
part of my general approach to collecting. 
It’s an approach developed over 20 years of 
working on my family’s collection of Australian 
women’s art, and on larger collections like that 
of Reg Grundy and Joy Chambers Grundy. 
These include defining the collecting area 
after reasonable research, bringing a fresh 
curatorial eye to the choice of artists on whom 
to focus,choosing outstanding individual 
works and aiming to make the collection 
significant in terms of its ideas, its view of 
the art of the time and the relationships it 
shows between artists and works. In short 
I’ve advocated collecting that has art historical 
savvy and that recognizes the potential of 
private collecting to do something individual 
and creative. Curating is creative in my view.

This does not mean a prescriptive approach 
however. One of the collectors with work in 
this sale has happily mixed Grosvenor School 
linocuts with Australian modernism, and 
urban Indigenous art with Australian and New 
Zealand contemporary art. Rather each new 
collection represents a challenge to create a 
unique group of objects that expresses the 
sensibility and personality of the individual 
collector. Issues as diverse as collection focus 
and range, available wall space, budget, 
taste and individual enthusiasms must be 
weighed and balanced. There is no doubt that 

a collection does function as a kind of self portrait 
of the collector, and it’s not unreasonable that you 
would want to look good in your portrait.

The contemporary works in the sale also function as 
a snapshot of Australian art from the 1970s to the 
present, revealing many of the major movements 
within Australian art over that period. These include 
the growth of post-modernism and the development 
of post-colonial themes, the birth of an urban 
Indigenous art movement and the increasing visibility 
of women artists. I have a particular enthusiasm 
for each of these areas. And visiting galleries and 
buying art right through this period has given me a 
strong working knowledge of the major figures and 
their work. 

In terms of individual artists, in any period there are 
some artists whose work stands out above that 
of their peers. Whether it’s the freshness of their 
approach or the issues and ideas they engage with, 
their work seems to define the period- through 
critical attention, inclusion in major exhibitions and 
acquisition by museums. I’ve encouraged collectors 
to consider these artists, as early in their career 
as possible. Hence the inclusion of artists such as 
Rosalie Gascoigne, Robert MacPherson, Imants 
Tillers, Howard Arkley, Susan Norrie,Tim Johnson, 
Shane Cotton and Adam Cullen in many of my  
clients’ collections.

With historical art, I usually suggest paintings by 
major figures whose work is still relatively affordable, 
to function as cornerstones of the collection. In this 
auction these include Cossington Smith, Godfrey 
Miller, Ian Fairweather, Fred Williams and Sam 
Fullbrook. These can be leavened with works by 
talented and important artists whose art is less 
appreciated or a little offbeat for current taste. In  
this group those artists include Danila Vassilieff,  
Ken Whisson, David Aspden, Dick Watkins,  
Robert Rooney and Sam Byrne.

Taken together, my approach as an adviser has 
resulted in collections that overlap to some extent, 
which has made curating this selection for auction 
much easier. But what has interested me most in 
putting the group together is how the artists and 
works have stood up. As art historians and museum 
curators know, the best art critic is time. It winnows 
away the dross and leaves the work of significance 
still standing. Looking back, there’s not too much 
doubt that the artworks in this sale are still standing. 
Their quality is evident and they are still radiating 
energy and ideas.

John Cruthers




